
 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

(Annotated by Joanne Wells) 

Note:  For Central Texas butterfly information, look for books on butterflies of Eastern North America or United 

States; butterflies apparently have problems scaling the Rocky Mountains. 

Butterflies East of the Great Plains: An Illustrated Natural History.  1984.  Paul A. Opler and George O. Krizek  An 

out of print luxury, when the essential information can be found in the Peterson’s Field Guide by Opler.  But when 

has so elegant a volume provided such extraordinary detail to one in serious pursuit of understanding butterflies? 

Retailed on publication at $50. Out of print. Found a recent copy on eBay for $113. 

Butterfly Gardening for the South. 1990. Geyeta Ajilvsgi. Splendid photography augments valid information on 

butterflies, their nectar as well as larval host plants, in Central Texas. This is the ultimate, the must-have for the 

butterfly gardener. Available at $25 new or under $20 used at Amazon.com. 

Butterflies and Moths. Golden Press. Robert Mitchell and Herbert Zim. Never underestimate these inexpensive 

little books, condensing the most pertinent information. A very good place to start, this book is a must for a young 

child as well. Available at $6 at most book stores. 

Butterflies of Texas, interactive “wheel:” Texas Agricultural Extension Service, http://agpublications.tamu.edu; click 

Butterflies of Texas, click Printable View; $10.95. 

Caterpillars in the Field and Garden: A Field Guide to the Butterfly Caterpillars of North America. 2005. Thomas J. 

Allen, Jim P. Brock and Jeffrey Glassberg. An excellent pictorial of color plate photographs with text giving larval 

plant foods. Food for thought before you step on another caterpillar eating your petunias. Available new at $29.94 

retail; look for much better price on Amazon.com. Recommended by The Lepidopterists’ Society. 

Peterson’s Field Guide: A Field Guide to Eastern Butterflies. 1994 (Rev). Paul A. Opler. Excellent resource for the 

serious student. All species from this area are included. San Antonio lepidopterist Roy Kendall generously provided 

particulars on Texas butterflies for this authoritative work by Dr. Opler. Available new for $22, used from 

Amazon.com for around $10, soft cover. 

http://agpublications.tamu.edu/

